CSAIL Annual Meeting 2013 Puzzle
Fold this 4 × 4 puzzle only along the grid lines to make each of the six 2 × 2 images:

designed by Erik Demaine & Martin Demaine based on a puzzle by Tobiuo-Orange
photo of Stata Center by Jason Dorfman

Additional rules: No cutting. A correctly folded solution has one of the 2 × 2 images on one side; the other side is arbitrary. The puzzle images are the MIT Endicott House (where the meeting took place), these instructions, the CSAIL logo, the MIT seal, the MIT campus map, and the Stata Center.
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The puzzle images are the MIT Endicott House (where the meeting took place), these instructions, the CSAIL logo, the MIT seal, the MIT campus map, the MIT campus, the photo of Stata Center by Jason Dorfman.